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1. Put your name at the top of the paper.
2. Work as quickly as possible through the questions.
3. If you find a question difficult, move on and then
come back to it if you have time.
4. Mark all answers clearly on the multiple choice
answer sheet.
5. If you make a mistake, erase your answer and
rewrite it.
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Q1. Which letter appears twice in consecutively, once in peacefully and no times in beautiful?
Q2. Make a word from the letters that appear twice in the word caricature.
Q3. What position in the alphabet does the letter after the second vowel occupy?

Two words need to change places for the sentence to make sense.
Mark the two words on the answer sheet.
For example: Cinema are shown at the films.
Q4. Dogs with to play like bones.
Q5. The wheels were the trolley on broken.
Q6. Began light the to fade quickly.
Q7. The the pounced on tiger meat.
Q8. Five twenty by four equals multiplied.

Find the four letter word that is hidden in each of the following sentences. Each four letter word must
keep the same order as in the sentences and can be found hidden across two words.
Mark your answer on the answer sheet.
For example: Winnie the Pooh lived in Hundred Acre Wood.
Q9. “Is this the colour you require?” asked Mum.
Q10. The library opened early at eight o’clock.
Q11. The friar eats more than a hungry horse.
Q12. The swan elegantly floated across the lake.
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(Answer: crew)

Q13-17. These words have been written in code, but the codes are not under the right words.
Brag
1926

Blow
3927

Wolf

Wear

8351

Leaf

1537

Fit the codes to the correct words in questions 13 – 16, and work out the missing code in question 17.

Q18. My watch is 10 minutes slow and the bus I am waiting for is 5 minutes early. The bus should
have arrived at 2.30 p.m. What time does my watch say when the bus arrives?
Q19. Next year Tom will be 14 and twice as old as his sister Dawn is now. How much older is Tom
than Dawn?

In these questions you must choose one word from the first bracket and one word from the second
bracket that best complete the sentences.
For example: Big is to (small, building, bag) as up is to (rise, down, cup)
Q20. Chicken is to (feet, meat, egg) as pear is to (tree, apple, fruit)
Q21. Choir is to (chairs, music, singer) as orchestra is to (conductor, musician, notes)
Q22. Tip is to (fly, trip, money) as ban is to (bran, stop, banish)
Q23. 20 is to (200, 100, 10) as 3 is to (3000, 15, 35)
Q24. Won is to (first, now, crown) as bat is to (cricket, fly, tab)

In these questions you must work out the number and mark it on the answer sheet.
Q25. 99 is 3 times this number.
Q26. 17 is 8 more than this number.
Q27. 40 is 20 more than five times this number.
Q28. 4 is seven times smaller than this number.
Q29. 24 is 1 less than five times this number.
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There are 5 girls: Alice, Tara, Chiara, Jane and Belinda.
Alice and Belinda have sandals, the others have shoes.
Chiara, Belinda and Tara live in London whilst the other girls live in Brighton.
Tara and Jane have smart phones and the other three girls have computers.
Q30. Which girl lives in London, has sandals and a computer?
Q31. Which girl lives in Brighton, has shoes and a smart phone?
Q32. Which girl lives in London, has shoes and a smart phone?

In these questions you need to find a letter that will finish the first word and start the second word of
each pair. The same letter is used for both pairs.
For example: DIS ( _H_ ) AMPER

:

CATC ( _H_ )

Q33. WEAR ( __ ) EAR

:

FAIR

Q34. TAR ( __ ) RAM

:

PLAN

Q35. FIN ( __ ) READ

:

TIRE ( __ )

Q36. MAD ( __ )

AT

:

STAR ( __ ) WE

Q37. BAT ( __ )

ARE

:

WAS ( __ ) EAT

IND

Answer …H…

( __ ) OUR
( __ ) HEN
IN

In these questions you need to put the following in order of size or sequence and then underline the one
that would be in the middle position.
For example: (December January October July March)
Q38. (football, marble, orange, pea, melon)
Q39. (ladle, teaspoon, tablespoon, saucepan, bowl)
Q40. (0.17, 0.117, 0.71, 0.171, 0.771)
Q41. (expert, novice, intermediate, master, beginner)
Q42. (paragraph, sentence, syllable, word, phrase)
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In these questions you must fill in the missing number.
The numbers in brackets have been made from the numbers outside the brackets in some way.
You must work out the pattern that forms all three brackets.
Mark your chosen answer on the answer sheet.
For example:

1(3)2
1+2=3

2 (5) 3
2+3=5

3 (__) 4
3+4=7

Q43. 13 ( 39 ) 3

4 (24) 6

Q44. 4 ( 13 ) 5

6 (19) 7

8 ( 18 ) __

Q45. 2 (20) 20

6 (15) 5

3 ( __ ) 6

Q46. 10 (20) 30

8 (12) 20

Answer = 7

7 ( __ ) 9

1 ( __ ) 10

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
The above alphabet will help you to find the answers to the following code questions.
For Example: If TFBU means SEAT then SFFM means REEL. (The code in this example is found
by moving to the next letter each time so S becomes T, E becomes F and A becomes B etc.)

Q47. If SEE is written as UGG, what is the code for LOOK?

Q48. If HARD is written as GYOZ, what is the code for SOFT?

Q49. If BLUE is written as EOXH, what is the code for AZURE?

Q50. If MKPF means KIND, what does OGCP mean?

Q51. If EBQVF means EARTH, how is ORBIT written?
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In these questions you must find a three letter word that can be added to the letters in capitals to form a
word so that the sentence makes sense. Choose the three letter word on your answer sheet.
Example: “Can you hear the feet STAMG?” Answer ……PIN……… (stamping)
Q52. The paintings in the GERY are valuable.
Q53. The ENTCE exam was held in silence.
Q54. The room was full to ACITY.
Q55. The pupils paid ATTION to the instructions.
Q56. The MANR of the hotel was very helpful.

You must underline one word from the first set of brackets and one word from the second set of
brackets. Together they must form a new word.
For example:

(car town by) (play pet side) Answer = carpet

Q57. (near are mid) (low get away)
Q58. (for tear

gear ) (gift

Q59. (back heat leaf)
Q60. (lose tip hear)

brake ward)

(her his our)
(life stern ten)

Synonyms. In these questions you must decide which two words are the most similar in meaning. You
must choose one from the first set of brackets and one from the second set.
Example: (right great desire)
Q61. (adore decline dislike)

(correct friend
(accept adorn

detest)

Q62. (liberated amusing track) (serious freed
Q63. (tactful

futile desert) (pointless

Q64. (smile, happy, retort)
Q65. (diligent,

careless,

(ignore,

odour)

create)

dessert

race)
rude)

joyful, torte)

(flower, agent, careful)

END OF TEST
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